In 2020, the useless emails of
the British olluted as much as
p

1

.3 million cars.

Do you know how many emails were sent while
you were reading this sentence?

1

0 million.

Every day, we receive dozens of emails,
which are not always important...

but always polluting!

You didn’t know that emails were a source
of digital pollution? Don't panic, you are

far from being the only one.

The aim of this study is to raise awareness
about the ght against digital pollution and
to highlight an easy and effective solution
to tackle this scourge: delete your emails.
fi

To achieve this objective, Cleanfox
is making available exclusive data
from its panel of more than

3.5 million
users worldwide.


If all British internet users deleted the useless emails
they received in 2020, they would avoid the emission of
more than 2 million tonnes of CO₂ !

The emails we de ne as "useless"
are newsletters that are not
opened. These emails are stored
unnecessarily in
fi

energy-intensive
data centers

and thus increase their
consumption. By accumulating
gradually, they therefore represent
an exponential pollution that we
can all combat.

nly 2 emails out of 10

O

are opened in the United Kingdom

In 2020, each British internet user received an average of 4,250 newsletters. 

Emails whose usefulness can be questioned because only 21% of them will be opened!

Gen Z doesn't care about

their emails... while
their arents are
overwhelmed with s am

p

p

In the UK, Gen Z is the generation
that opens its emails the least by
clicking on only

1

6%

of them. A very low opening
rate, since they each received
an average of

2,598

emails over the past year.


Members of Generation X open their emails

more than their children and have an open
rate of

23%.

owever, they received

H

6,653

mails in 2020, it’s more than twice as much
as the Gen Z. An overdose of emails that has
earned them the sad title of "The most
polluted mailbox in the family".

For once, boomers are

not lagging behind on
technology


Another interesting fact is that Boomers
receive fewer emails than the Gen X: are they

sulked by the ads or have they understood how
not to subscribe to a useless newsletter?

A 275 miles long mailbox


The 5,155 unread emails that sleep in the mailbox of each member
of the Gen X have an annual carbon footprint of approximately 51,5
g of CO₂. That's more than the other 3 generations (Baby
Boomer, Gen Y and Gen Z and the equivalent of 275 miles traveled
in the Ford used by daddy and mummy to go shopping.
k

)

Still a long way from equality for spam


No matter the generations, British women
receive more newsletters than men. On
average, a British woman has

1,

476 more newsletters

than a man in her mailbox and

033 more unread emails.

1,

owever, they open 22% of the emails they received,
which is more than men, who have an open rate of 19%.
omen therefore receive more emails than men but
s end more time o ening them. The biggest difference
is within Gen X: a woman has on average 2,547 more
newsletters in her mailbox than a man and 1,891 more
unread emails. These unread emails have an annual
carbon footprint of nearly
H

W

p
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p

9 g of CO₂.
k

A new reason for parents to argue? 


Don’t try the 10 years challenge with your mailbox

The newsletters received by a Briton in 2020
have a carbon footprint of 43 g of CO₂. But
these mails accumulate every year and
increase this footprint. If you don't clean
your mailbox for 10 years, your mailbox will
have an annual carbon foot rint of 2.36
tonnes of CO₂! That's as much as a round trip
from London to Laponia by plane.
k

p

Spam emails, spam emails, spammy all the way!

THE anecdote to tell at your next family dinner: If an entire British family*
deleted their useless emails, this would avoid the emission of

341 g of CO₂, the equivalent of 1,763 miles
k

by car. That's as much as 2 round trips from London to Doune Castle in
Scotland, the historic castle where Monty Python and the Holy Grail was
lmed. But beware of the flying cow
fi

!

*Our family example: a grandfather, a grandmother, a grandpa, a mami, two heterosexual parents, a big brother and his little sister.

Imagine all the people

If all the British deleted their unnecessary emails, this would avoid the emission of

2 million tonnes of CO₂ per year.

That's the equivalent of 266,307 return flights from London to Sydney, the
pollution emitted by 367,307 British (more than a city the size of Newcastle,
Belfast and Cardiff for example or 1,309,243 fewer cars on the roads for a year.
)

Cleanfox, the “Tinder” of Newsletter
Cleanfox is a free app that helps you clean your mailbox
quickly and easily. We group the mails in your mailbox by
senders and then like on Tinder, Cleanfox gives you the
choice: swipe right to keep the mails, swipe left to block

and swipe up to delete

!

T #1

FUN FAC

Sunday, Holy Day

of rest for
mailboxes in
Britain and S ain
p

In Spain, the 15th of April, the 22th of March and the 4th of October at 3 a.m. are the times
when the least amount of emails are sent. In the United Kingdom, the rest periods take place
on the 24th of May, the 16th of August and so the 27th of December at 2 a.m. These are dates
that do not correspond to any particular event (sorry if one of these dates is your birthday
but have in common that they are all Sundays.

)

T #2

FUN FAC

A black Friday for European

mailboxes... and the lanet!
p

In 2020, the days when the
British received the most
emails are the 27th of
November, date of the Black
Friday. And the following
Monday, December 30th, date
of Cyber Monday.
But the United Kingdom is
not an exception in
Europe. In Germany and
Spain, the 27th of
November is also the most
proli c day for emails. In
France, it’s the 4th of
December, the date on
which Black Friday has
been exceptionally
postponed in 2020.

fi

T #3

FUN FAC

he itching Hour ta es
lace in the morning

T
p

W

k

The times when the most newsletters were sent in
the UK were 27 November at 8 and 9 a.m. On the
other hand, mailboxes are not a fan of snacks in
the middle of the night, with 3 a.m. being the time
when the fewest amount of mail is sent in France,
in the UK, in Germany and in Spain.
In the UK, the time when the fewest amount of mail was sent in 2020 is on the 27th
of December at 2 am. British people's mailboxes are therefore entitled to a late
Christmas present.
T #4

FUN FAC

Green mailboxes in Ireland,
fat mailboxes in the USA

Ireland is the country where Internet users are the most
spared by newsletters. In contrast to American internet
users, who receive almost twice as many.

The 10 commandments of the fight against

digital ollution
p

TIPS #1

Send your attachments by download link
via platforms such as WeTransfer to avoid

increasing the weight of your emails.

Only your interested recipients will download the file to their computer.

This will avoid the pollution caused by the storage of your attachment.

TIPS #2

TIPS #3

Switch off your

Use direct messaging
platforms such as Slack,
that use less energy and
pollute less than emailing.

internet box when
you go on holiday,
go out or sleep.

TIPS #4

Sort your mailbox by getting rid of unnecessary emails and

newsletters with Cleanfox, you will reduce your carbon
footprint and take back control of your mailbox (One email
= 10g of CO₂, the same carbon footprint as a plastic bag
!

)

TIPS #6
TIPS #5

Stream reasonably and lower the quality of
the videos. (Online video generated 306

Choose a search

engine like Ecosia
or Lilo, which allows
you to offset your
internet searches.

million tonnes of CO₂ in 2018, as much as
Spain . Also remember to turn off your
cameras during meetings.  
(1 hour of communication per video =
between 150 and 1,000 g of CO2 .

)

)

TIPS #7

Stop listening to music in the street with Youtube. 500,000 tonnes of CO₂ would

be emitted into the atmosphere every year as a result of this practice. Think
about downloading videos of your favourite songs on your phone. The same
advice applies to users of streaming platforms: downloaded music consumes
less energy than music listened to online.

TIPS #9

TIPS #8

Extend the life of your devices

Select the recipients of your emails

as much as possible and buy
refurbished products from sites
such as BackMarket. (The
production of a 2 kg computer =
169 kg of CO₂

and do not systematically send to
any old Tom, Dick's reply to your
email sent to Harry.

)

TIPS #10

Remove autoplay from videos on social networks and platforms such as
YouTube. This will save you time and reduce the power demand of your web or
mobile browser. It is estimated that if YouTube ended this mechanism, it
would prevent the emission of more than 323 000 tonnes of CO₂.

Digital pollution

of emails
One email generates about

1

Around

0 g of CO₂/year,

3.5 million

emails are sent per second
in the World in 2020.


consuming as much energy
as a 7W bulb lit for 3 hours.

64 seconds are 

needed to refocus after
receiving an email.

The scary cloud of 


e- ollution
p

If the Internet were a country it would be
the 6th largest consumer of energy.

In 2020, digital pollution accounted for
3.7% of global carbon emissions, more
than the entire civil aviation sector and
almost as much as Russia.
The annual carbon footprint of the Internet is

4x bigger than that of the UK.

Digital technologies energy
consumption is increasing by

9%.

No other type of pollution is
growing so fast.

80%

of British people do not know that email
storage causes pollution and 70% have
never heard of digital pollution.

About Cleanfox

Study methodology
This study is based on the Cleanfox 3.5 million users panel. 

We have aggregated the promotional emails and newsletters
present in the email boxes of our users to produce exclusive
statistics.

Sources
Generation detail: 



Baby Boomers: 1946 - 1965

Generation X: 1966 - 1980

Millennials (or Generation Y): 1981 - 2000

Generation Z: 2001 -

“If all British Internet users deleted their useless emails they received in 2020, they would avoid the emission of more than 2
million tonnes of CO₂!” 
 
- A British Cleanfox user has an average of 3,375 unread newsletters in his mailbox (Cleanfox)

- An email is responsible for the emission of an average of 10 g of CO₂ per year (Cleanfox)

- 3,375 x 10 = 33,750 g = 34 kg 

- The unnecessary emails of a British person in 2020 have a carbon footprint of 34 kg of CO₂ 

- The population of the UK in 2019 is 66,796,807 (Wikipedia)

- 89% of the people in the UK send or receive emails in 2019 (Statista)

- 89% of 66,796,807 = 59,449,158

- 59,449,158 people use email in the UK

- 59,449,158 x 33 = 2,021,271,372

- 2,021,271,372 kg of CO₂ emitted from unread emails in all UK mailboxes

- 2,021,271,372 kg = 2,021,271 tonnes  
“In 2020, the useless emails of the British polluted as much as 1.3 million cars.” 


- In 2017, a British person travelled an average of 12,730 km by car (Odysee-mure)

- A car emits about 120 g of CO₂ per km (European Environment Agency)

- 2,021,271 tonnes = 2,021,271,000,000 g 

- 2,021,271,000,000 / 120 = 16,843,925,000

- 16,843,925,000 / 12,730 = 1,323,167.71  
“Do you know how many emails were sent by the time you read this sentence? 10 million!”
 
- It takes about 3 seconds to read this question

- 306.4 billion emails are sent every day worldwide in 2020, that is 3.5 million per second (Statista) 
 

“Only 2 emails out of 10 are opened in the United Kingdom”


- In 2020, a British Cleanfox user received an average of 4,250 newsletters. (Cleanfox)

- In 2020, a British Cleanfox user has an average of 3,375 unread newsletters in his mailbox. (Cleanfox)

- 4,250 / 3,375 = 0.79

- 79% of newsletters are not opened in the UK


“The 5,155 unread emails that sleep in the mailbox of each member of the Gen X have an annual carbon footprint of
approximately 51,5 kg of CO2. That's more than the other 3 generations (Baby Boomer, Gen Y and Millennials) and the
equivalent of 275 miles travelled in the Ford used by daddy and mummy to go shopping.” 

- A Ford emits around 116 g/CO2 per km (Ford)

- 51,5 kg = 51 500 g

- 51 500 / 116 = 443

- 443 km = 275 miles  
“The newsletters received by a Briton in 2020 have a carbon footprint of 43 kg of CO2. But these mails accumulate every
year and increase this footprint. If you don't clean your mailbox for 10 years, your mailbox will have an annual carbon
footprint of 1.87 tonnes of CO2! That's as much as a round trip from London to Laponia by plane.”


- A British Cleanfox user has received an average of 4,250 emails (Cleanfox)

- 4,250 x 10 = 42,500 g of CO₂ = 43 kg of CO₂ 

- Year n°1 : 43 kg of CO₂ / Year n°2: 43 kg of CO₂ + 43 kg of CO₂ / Year n°3 : 43 kg of CO₂ + 43 kg of CO₂ + 43 kg of CO₂ / ....

- 43 kg of CO₂ per year that accumulate = 2.36 tonnes of CO₂ after 10 years

- A London-Laponia round trip by plane emits 2.15 tonnes of CO₂ (GoodPlanet Foundation) 

“If an entire British family* deleted their useless emails, this would avoid the emission of 341 kg of CO2, the equivalent of
1.765 miles by car. That's as much as 2 round trips from London to Doune Castle in Scotland, the historic castle where Monty
Python and the Holy Grail was filmed. But beware of the flying cow!”

Number of unread emails per family member:
- Baby Boomers 

- Millennials 

Grandfather + Grandmother: 3,714 + 5,161
 Big brother: 3,205
Grandpa + Mami: 3,714 + 5,161
- Generation X 

- Generation Z 

Mother: 6,325

Little sister: 2,342
Father: 4,434
"If all British deleted their unnecessary emails, this would avoid the emission of 2 million tonnes of CO2 per year. That's the
equivalent of 266,307 return flights from London to Sydney, the pollution emitted by 367,503 British (more than a city the size of
Newcastle, Belfast and Cardiff for example) or 1,309,243 fewer cars on the roads for a year."
 
- 2,021,271 tonnes of CO₂ emitted by unread emails in all UK mailboxes (Cleanfox)

- A London-Sydney round trip emits 7.59 tonnes of CO₂ (GoodPlanet Foundation)

- 2,021,271 / 7.59 = 266,307

- The annual carbon footprint of a British person in 2016 is approximately 5.5 tonnes of CO₂. (Worldometers)

- 2,021,271 / 5.5 = 367,503

- 343,019 inhabitants in Newcastle in 2011 (Wikipedia)

- 346,090 inhabitants in Cardiff in 2011 (Wikipedia)

- 333,871 inhabitants in Belfast in 2011 (Wikipedia)  

- If the Internet were a country, it would be the 6th biggest polluter in the world. (Gary Cook, Greenpeace)

- In 2020, digital pollution is responsible for 3.7% of global CO₂ emissions, i.e. more than the entire civil aviation sector and
almost as much as Russia. (Uscusa, The Shift Project, European Commission)

- The Internet's annual carbon footprint is 4 times greater than that of the UK. (Statista, Uscusa)

- Every year, the Internet's carbon footprint increases by 9%. No other type of pollution is growing so fast. (The Shift Project)

- 80% of British people do not know that email storage causes pollution and 70% have never heard of digital pollution (YouGov
2019 survey for Cleanfox)

- One mail = 10g of CO₂, the same carbon footprint as a plastic bag. (Terraeco)

- Online video generated 306 million tonnes of CO₂ in 2018, as much as Spain. (The Shift Project)

- One hour of video communication = between 150 and 1,000 g of CO₂. (Science Direct)


- It is estimated that if Youtube were to end this mechanism, it would avoid the emissions of more than 323,000 tonnes of CO₂.
(Bristol University)

- Stop listening to music in the street with Youtube. 500,000 tonnes of CO₂ would be emitted into the atmosphere every year
because of this practice. (Bristol University)

- The production of a 2 kg computer = 156 kg of CO2. (ADEME)
“Thus, in 4 years, more than 4 billion emails have been deleted using our solution and the emission of more than 40,000 tonnes
of CO₂ has been avoided per year, as much as 14,600 London New-York round trips.”  

- A London New-York emits 2.74 tonnes of CO₂ (GoodPlanet Foundation)

- 40 000 / 2.74 = 14,598


Infogra hic and study carried out by Cleanfox, 2021
p

